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KONDO IMPURITY IN A METALLIC GRAIN:PARITY EFFECTS�P. ShlottmannyDepartment of Physis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306, USA(Reeived July 10, 2002)The problem of a spin-1/2 impurity plaed at the enter of a smallmetalli sphere and ontat exhange is redued to the Bethe Ansatz solu-tion of the Kondo model in a �nite box. The average level spaing is anadditional energy sale ompeting with TK. We obtain the energy levelsas a funtion of TK for two s-states, as well as the T -dependene of theentropy and the suseptibility. The results depend on the parity of thenumber of s-states.PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.75.+a, 73.22.�fThe main di�erene of a Kondo impurity plaed at the enter of a nano-sized sphere with the standard Kondo problem is that the energy spetrumof the host is now disrete. Two main approximations are adopted (i) theontat exhange interation, whih restrits the interation of the impurityto s-waves, and (ii) the equal spaing of the s-wave energy levels (prop-erties are expeted to depend only on the average energy spaing at theFermi level), whih redues the model to an e�etive one-dimensional onewith a linear dispersion. Both approximations are usually also adopted inthe thermodynami limit, the latter orresponding to a onstant density ofstates. In addition we onsider only forward moving partiles to avoid thedegeneray of states with momentum k and �k. The Hamiltonian is thenHK = X� Z dx y�(x)��i ��x� �(x)+ JX��0 S � Z dx Æ(x) y�(x) s��0 �0(x) ; (1)� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.y The support by the National Siene Foundation under grant No. DMR01-05431 andthe Department of Energy under grant No. DE-FG02-98ER45797 is aknowledged.(1351)



1352 P. Shlottmannwith periodi boundary ondition in the interval (�L=2; L=2), and S ands are spin 1/2 operators for the impurity and the host. The saling of theenergy with large L leads to the onformal towers for the exitations.In nanosale systems the properties depend on the parity of the numberof s-eletrons. If an s-state pins the Fermi level (odd N) the ground stateis Kondo spin ompensated. This ase has been extensively disussed inRef. [1℄ for N = 3 and N = 5. In this paper we study the situation of a non-s-state level pinning the Fermi level (even N). Here a thermally ativatedKondo e�et [2℄ an take plae in whih the ground state is magneti, butthe spin ompensation ours at intermediate temperatures.The Kondo e�et in an ultra-small metalli grain has been studied previ-ously using the nonrossing diagram approximation within the framework ofan Anderson impurity [3℄. It was found that the Kondo resonane is stronglya�eted when the mean level spaing is omparable to TK and it also de-pends on the parity of the number of eletrons. An Anderson impurity likemodel in a �nite size system was also studied by Büttiker and Sta�ord [4℄ inthe ontext of tunneling into a quantum dot embedded or as a side-branhto a small metalli ring.Model (1) is idential to the Kondo Hamiltonian solved by Andrei [5℄ andWiegmann [6℄ by means of two nested Bethe Ansätze in terms of a set of Nharge rapidities fkjg and a set of M spin rapidities f��g, whih satisfyexp �i�kjL� J4�� = MY�=1 e1(��) ;e1 ��� + g�1� he1(��)iN = � MY�=1 e2(�� � ��) ; (2)where em(�) = (�+im=2)=(��im=2), j = 1; : : : ; N , and � = 1; : : : M . Hereg is an e�etive oupling related to the Kondo exhange via g = tan(J=2).Rapidities within one set have to be all di�erent. The magnetization andthe energy are given by Sz = 12(N + 1)�M and E =PNj=1 kj.The seond set of equations (2) is independent of the harge rapidities kjbeause the impurity spin does not ouple to the harges. It arises from theseond (nested) Bethe Ansatz, whih is essentially a generalized Heisenberghain of length N + 1 (N eletrons and the impurity) with M �ipped spinsfrom the ferromagneti vauum state. There are, however, two importantdi�erenes with the usual Heisenberg hain: (1) the expression of the energyis di�erent, and (2) the symmetries of the Heisenberg ring are broken. Thelatter is evident from the fator involving g�1, whih in the thermodynamilimit gives rise to the Kondo temperature, TK / exp(��=g). In the thermo-dynami limit the rapidities form strings. The string hypothesis, however,



Kondo Impurity in a Metalli Grain: Parity E�ets 1353is not valid for small systems. Here the rapidities an have real values or bepairs of omplex onjugated numbers.The partition funtion Q is a produt of three fators, Q = Ql 6=sQqQK:(i) Sine s-waves an be split o�, Ql 6=s arises from all eletron states otherthan s-waves, (ii) the harges of the s-states are free and deoupled from thespin degrees of freedom, Qq, and (iii) the spin ontribution of the s-wavesand the impurity yields QK. Here we study the e�ets of the last fator.For N = 2 there are three spins (inluding the impurity) suh that thespin spae onsists of 8 states, lassi�ed aording to their Sz projetion.The Sz = 3=2 state is the Bethe Ansatz vauum with zero energy. There arethree M = 1 states haraterized by a real spin rapidity that satis�es2 artan(2��) + artan[2(�� + g�1)℄ = �J� ; (3)where periodi boundary onditions require that J� = �1=2; 1=2 or 3=2 andE(J�) = �L�1[2 artan(2��) + �℄ (4)is the energy. Note that J� = �3=2 yields a non-physial solution, �rstlybeause it has the same energy as the vauum, but a spin-�ip allows thepartiles to rearrange, reduing the energy. Seondly, in the limit of a de-oupled impurity (g ! 0) it does not have a solution for the same branh ofthe artan funtion. For J� = 3=2 we have �� = 1. Two limits are of spe-ial interest: (i) for g !1 the impurity is strongly oupled to the host andthe system ats like a ring of three sites (E = �2�n=3L, with n = 1; 2; 3),and (ii) for g ! 0 the impurity is deoupled and the behavior is that of twosites (E = ��n=L, with n = 0; 1; 2). The energy spetrum as a funtion ofg�1 is shown in Fig. 1(a). Here F is the ferromagneti vauum state andJ denote the states with one real rapidity. The remaining four states areobtained by reversing all the spins.The partition funtion for the spin setor isQK = 2 osh�3H2T �+ 2 osh� H2T �XJ exp ��E(J)T � : (5)The Curie onstant (�T ) and the entropy as a funtion of TL for g = 0; 1 and1 are displayed in Fig. 1(b) and 1(), respetively. The disrete spetrumyields an exponential ativation at low T . Note that, sine N is even, theground state has a remaining spin 1/2. In ontrast to the in�nite system itis not possible to extrat the impurity ontribution in the present ase.The gaps derease with inreasing partile size and in the thermodynamilimit the �nite size orretions to the energy are given by the onformaltowers. The gaps are then in�nitesimal and the system is a Fermi liquid, i.e.
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Fig. 1. (a) Energy levels, EL=�, as a funtion of g�1, (b) Curie onstant, �T , and() entropy, S, as a funtion of TL (for L = 1) for g = 0; 1 and 1.� is �nite and the spei� heat is proportional to T . In this limit the e�etsof the impurity an be separated from those of the host (L�1 orretions).The ompetition of TK with the �nite size of the system is best seenin the dependene of the energy levels on the oupling onstant, g�1 =��1 ln(D=TK). The variation of the energies with g�1 is largest for smallg�1, orresponding to large TK. For large g�1 the Kondo temperature ismuh smaller than the level spaing and the e�et of the Kondo oupling isonly weak. This rossover is similar to the one found in Ref. [3℄.A Kondo impurity embedded into a small partile is equivalent to a singleeletron quantum dot in the Coulomb blokade regime oupled to a shortquantum wire. Due to the quantization of the energy levels the system at lowT is rather stable to eletri and magneti �elds. Small hanges in the biasvoltage do not a�et the quantum dot, beause the spin and harge setorsare deoupled. The T = 0 magnetization shows plateaus as a funtion of�eld and an be hanged with a magneti tip. The steps are rounded o� atlow T , but the step struture remains, suh that the system ould be usedas a magneti storage devie. REFERENCES[1℄ P. Shlottmann, Phys. Rev. B65, 024420 (2002).[2℄ Y. Wang, P. Shlottmann, Phys. Rev. B62, 6877 (2000).[3℄ W.B. Thimm, J. Kroha, J. von Delft, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 2143 (1999).[4℄ M. Büttiker, C.A. Sta�ord, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 495 (1996).[5℄ N. Andrei, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 379 (1980).[6℄ P.B. Wiegmann, JETP Lett. 31, 364 (1980).


